
Thank you,

Ms. Brown

(Language and Reading Teacher)

Dear Parents and Scholars,

This is the first grade end of semester study guide. Please use this guide to
prepare your scholar for the end of semester test on December 12,2022.
Below are skills that the scholars will need to know to be successful. Please
give 15 to 20 minutes daily to study for the Exam.

Phonics Written Exam
●Know Special sounds Charts 1-8. (See copy of chart in the

back of this packet).
●Identify beginning, middle, and ending sounds in words.

Examples:
What is the beginning sound of cat? C

What is the middle sound of tap? A
What is the ending sound of cut? T

●Be able to mark vowels properly. See worksheet on
marking short and long vowels in the back of this packet.



●Spell words using special sounds.

●Be able to underline root words and circle the suffixes in
words.
Scholar must know the following definitions: OralExam

●Blend- a consonant and a vowel joined together tomake a
sound.
●Consonant- any letter of the alphabet that is nota vowel.
●Vowel- any letter of the alphabet that is not a consonant.
●K/C Rule- K goes with I and E. C goes with the otherthree

A, O, and U. (examples: kit and cut).
●Double Consonant Rule- When there are two consonants

at the end of the word they make one sound. (back,jazz).
●Ck/ Ke Rule- Use ck at the end if the vowel is shortand use

ke at the end if the vowel is long.
●Oi/Oy Rule- Use oi in the middle and oy at the end.
●Ou/Ow Rule- Use ou in the middle and ow before anl, n,

or at the end of a word.
●Syllable– part of the word.
●Sentence- a group of words that express a thoughtor idea.

A sentence starts with a capital letter and ends with a
punctuation mark.
●Suffix-A letter or a group of letters at the endof a word

that changes the whole word making a new word.

Reading:



Scholars will be given a Reading comprehension page. They will read
silently and answer questions pertaining to the story. Remind scholars to go
back in the story to find the answers. Have them utilize the highlighting
system and highlight their answer so they will write it down correctly.


